
Grammar correlation chart
This chart shows where each of  our products fit with the CEFR. This will help you 
to choose the course which best fits your students’ needs.
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Azar p.136

Next Generation Grammar p.137

MyGrammarLab p.138

Advanced Grammar NEW p.138

Focus on Grammar p.139
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SYMBOLS KEY

How to use 
these symbols
This key is designed to enable you to see, 
at-a-glance, important information about 
our courses and products.

On any product page, look for the icons 
that appear in the title bar that depict 
the delivery style, language and available 
levels for a course, as well as the 
expected range you can achieve on 
the GSE and CEFR.

Languages

The product is available 
in British English.

The product is available 
in International English.

The product is available 
in American English.

Measurement system

The range a product covers 
in the Global Scale of English.*

*GSE not applicable to Primary courses

The range a product covers 
in the Common European 
Framework of Reference 
(for languages).

The number indicates how 
many levels a product has.

Type of product

Print: The course uses 
printed materials only, 
there are no digital assets.

Digital: The course features 
digital components only, such 
as eText, ActiveTeach or 
MyEnglishLab.

Blended: The course is available 
in print but has supporting digital 
elements such as eText, 
ActiveTeach and MyEnglishLab.
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Betty S. Azar and Stacy A. Hagen

Clear, direct and comprehensive, the Azar-Hagen Grammar series uses a grammar-based 
teaching approach, blending grammar methodology with communicative methods. Grammar 
is used as the starting point for the development of  all language skills — speaking, listening, 
reading and writing. The Azar-Hagen Grammar series describes how English works and uses 
grammar as a springboard for interactive, communicative practice opportunities.

New MyEnglishLab (Basic and Fundamentals) offers online instruction through a dynamic 
combination of  interactive exercises, animation, readings, audio and voice recordings with 
gradebook.

“The explanations of the grammar points are detailed and extremely clear. I love that 
my students have the opportunity to learn new words as they practice grammar. 
Students can use their books as a reference for years after their grammar class 
because of its completeness.”

Sarah Moyer, California State University, Long Beach, CA

www.pearsonELT.com/azar

Basic English 
Grammar 

Fundamentals of  
English Grammar

Understanding and 
Using English Grammar 

Student’s Book w/out answer key 9780133818888 9780132315128 9780132464482

Student’s Book w answer key 9780133818895 9780132315135 9780132464505

Student’s eText w/ Audio 9780133584455 9780133438062 9780133438055

Workbook w/ Answer Key 9780132942270 9780138022129 9780132415439

Teachers Guide 9780133360967 9780131383340 9780132052115

MyEnglishLab Access Card 9780134009100 9780133891362 9780133891355

Chartbook – 9780137071418 9780132052108

Test Bank 9780133438376 9780137071449 9780132052146

Student’s Book Answer Key – – 9780132415460

ExamView Software 9780133438383 9780131383333 9780132052139

“By teaching grammar, I don’t mean teaching rigid ‘rules’. I mean helping students see 
how English works and giving them lots of opportunities to experiment with their 
new language and gain confidence. A grammar base leads to interviews, round-robin 
stories, information sharing, games, small group discussions — the list goes on. 
Grammar becomes a springboard to successful communication experiences, the 
building blocks of second language acquisition.

It’s important to note that grammar-based and communicative approaches are 
not mutually exclusive. Indeed, just the opposite is true. They fit hand in glove. A 
great deal of research shows that combining a grammar focus with communicative 
methods accelerates learning.”

Betty Azar, speaks grammatically

AZAR-HAGEN GRAMMAR SERIES

Level 1: Christine Cavage, Steve Jones 

Level 2: David Bohlke, Arlen Gargagliano

Level 3: Pamela Vittorio, Jennifer Recio Lebedev

Level 4: Sigrun Biesenbach-Lucas, Ph.D, Donette Brantner-Artenie

Series Editor: David Bohlke

Truly for a new generation – one that’s busy, mobile and demanding. 

Next Generation Grammar is a blended (print and online) grammar program that helps 
prepare students to communicate accurately and effectively in both writing and speaking. 
Together with digital resources MyEnglishLab and ActiveTeach, Next Generation Grammar 
offers a 21st century learning experience that engages learners and instructors alike.

• Make the most of  your teaching through a blend of  Student Book (available in print 
and as an eText) and online content. so you can spend more time on meaningful 
communicative work.

• MyEnglishLab, the online component, offers a wealth of  dynamic multimedia content to 
keep learners focused and engaged.

• Includes interactive activities, grammar reference material, audio files, test material, and 
video reviews.

• Extensive assessment suite for targeted instruction.

• Interactive assessments (including timely feedback, goal tracking, and achievement 
reports) allow learners to see which areas they have mastered and which require 
more review.

• ActiveTeach is a powerful electronic resource that provides the perfect solution for 
seamless lesson planning and exciting whole-class teaching.

longmanhomeusa.com/next-generation-grammar

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab 9780132560634 9780132760546 9780132760553 9780132760577

eText w/ MyEnglishLab 9780133101904 9780133101911 9780133044317 9780133044324

ActiveTeach 9780133076523 9780133076547 9780133076561 9780133076578

NEXT GENERATION GRAMMAR 

For Teacher’s access 
to MyEnglishLab 
contact your 
local Pearson 
representative.

4th Edition

3
LEVELS

4
LEVELS
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Diane Hall, Mark Foley

Think all grammar courses are the same? Think again… 

MyGrammarLab teaches grammar though a unique blend of  book, online resources and a 
mobile app – offering every learner of  English the opportunity to study grammar in the way 
that best suits their needs.

The MyGrammarLab series takes learners from elementary to advanced grammar, each 
level benchmarked against the Common European Framework, and provides grammar 
practice for internationally recognised exams.

With its learning hints and tips, immediate feedback, automatic grading and grammar tutor 
videos, this course is ideal for self-study, as well as being a great grammar reference and 
practice companion to your English language course.

www.mygrammarlab.com

Elementary Intermediate                      Advanced

Student’s Book w/ MyGrammarLab (w/ key) 9781408299135 9781408299159 9781408299111

Student’s Book w/ MyGrammarLab (no key) 9781408299142      9781408299166       9781408299128

Class Audio CDs 9781408299272      9781408299265       9781408299289

MyGrammarLab Access Card w/out Key 9781292123851 9781292123875 9781292123837

MyGrammarLab Access Card w/ Key 9781292123844 9781292123868 9781292123820

Helen Hoyt Schmidt

Advanced Grammar is a new course that prepares English language learners for the 
challenges of  academic work. Its unique approach helps students master written grammar 
with the use of  authentic academic sources and prepares them to read extensive academic 
texts, write and present using academic language, and process complex academic content. 
Advanced Grammar focuses on the academic forms and uses of  grammatical structures 
without oversimplifying either the content or the grammar structures.

Student’s Book 9780133041804

 MYGRAMMARLAB 

For Teacher’s access 
to MyEnglishLab 
contact your 
local Pearson 
representative.

ADVANCED GRAMMAR 

For access to the 
online Teacher’s 
Manual with 
Assessment contact 
your local Pearson 
representative.

Irene E. Schoenberg, Jay Maurer, Majorie Fuchs, Margaret Bonner, Miriam Westheimer

This contextualized and integrated four skills approach supports accuracy in 
grammar and fluency.

Focus on Grammar is the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its 
unique four-step approach takes students from context to communication — blending 
content, reading, writing, listening, speaking, and critical thinking in a complete program 
— preparing them to understand and use English more effectively.

www.pearsonELT.com/focusongrammar 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab 9780132484121 9780132114431 9780132160544

Student’s Book & Workbook 9780132862264 9780132861809 9780132862295

Student’s Book 9780132455916 9780132546478 9780132546485

Workbook 9780132484138 9780132163491 9780132169301

Teachers Resource Pack w/ CD-ROM 9780132484145 9780132163521 9780132169714

Classroom Audio CDs 9780132484152 9780132160506 9780132169356 

Level 4 Level 5

Student’s Book w/ MyEnglishLab 9780132169363 9780132169806

Student’s Book & Workbook 9780132862356 9780132862424

Student’s Book 9780132546492 9780132546508

Workbook 9780132169417 9780132169851

Teachers Resource Pack w/ CD-ROM 9780132169721 9780132169974

Classroom Audio CDs 9780132169783 9780132560597

“Focus on Grammar helps EFL students... to acquire grammar skills to put into use, 
instead of just answering test/exam questions. Also it helps students recognize 
knowing the rules is not the goal of learning grammar.”

Seiko Oguri, Chubu University, Language Centre, Japan

 FOCUS ON GRAMMAR

4th Edition

3
LEVELS

1
LEVEL

5
LEVELS


